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Executive summary 

This report is developed as part of FinEERGo-Dom project, funded by Horizon 2020 program, 

which aims to refine and implement guaranteed financing schemes for energy efficiency and 

renewable energy in deep renovations of buildings in five EU countries. 

The report addresses Establishment of pilot pipelines and presents the framework for 

gathering pilot projects in each of the 5 countries: Austria, Bulgaria, Poland, Romania and 

Slovakia.  

Identification of pilot projects is closely linked to stakeholder engagement and therefore 

some of the engagement process may overlap with previously in this project assessed 

Stakeholder Commitment and Building capacity. 

Austria: The discussions with stakeholders show that the ESCOs go after low hanging fruits 

such as change of lightning, change and optimization of the heating system, which requires 

short period contracts. The thermal renovation of the buildings proves to be costly, needs 

financing and especially in private housing sector very difficult to implement due to the 

ownership structure. Furthermore, due to the high renovation costs, even with 30% subsidies 

the run time of an energy saving contract would be very long (more than 30 years!) so that 

the renovation costs could be paid through energy savings. 

This information we received before the COVID 19 pandemic. During our last meetings, it was 

mentioned from every stakeholder that the prices of construction material have increased 

dramatically and therefore, the renovation costs have gone up substantially. Due to this fact, 

the run time period would increase further. 

Furthermore, the order books of the construction companies are full, which is additionally 

adding to the difficulties and supporting the increase of renovation costs.  

 

Bulgaria: Full or even partial adoption of market-oriented business models like FinEERGo-

Dom is hindered by omnipresent availability of 100% grants for renovation of public and 

residential buildings. Government bodies prefer to stick to simple and quick mechanisms for 

realization of energy efficiency measures when designing energy efficiency related programs 

instead of adding more requirements for measurement & verification, savings guarantees, 

and periodic maintenance.    

Poland: The Priority Programme "Renovation with guaranteed savings EPC+ " created within 

the FinEERGo-Dom project, under which the instrument supporting deep thermo-

modernisation of buildings is implemented in Poland, is dedicated to 3 main groups of 

beneficiaries: housing cooperatives, housing associations and territorial self-government 
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units. In order to identify potential pilot buildings KAPE and NFOŚiGW organised a series of 

meetings with representatives of each of these groups. Separately, meetings were also held 

with representatives of ESCO companies experienced in building renovation investments. 

Romania: The FinEERGo-Dom project and the EPC+ are great opportunities for owners of 

public and private buildings which do not have financial resources for energy-efficiency 

measures. Until now, we have identified in Romania two potential beneficiaries from the 

public area in the Sibiu region who are interested in collaboration. In the case of Urbana SA, 

we have identified also a possible pilot project and now there is progress evaluation of the 

technical aspects and figures. In the case of DGASPC Sibiu, an analysis for selecting the best 

pilot project is in progress. 

 Slovakia: The public/municipal bodies in Slovakia are very interested to implement EPC 

projects given the severe lack of municipal budgets for capital expenditure and the need to 

upgrade the public administrative buildings. Main problem is that the majority of public 

buildings have been constructed in the 60s and 70s and have not been properly renovated 

since then. For successful EPC implementation and viable payback/financing, the buildings 

need an initial deep renovation which should be supported at least partially by grants and/or 

financed through government/EU subsidies. We are trying to help the stakeholders to identify 

suitable programs to achieve a blended financing with suitable terms. For private owners, 

the cost of construction materials and works that has enormously increased in the last year, 

sets currently a challenge in developing viable EPC projects. We are supporting the 

stakeholders in all steps of the process, both with technical know-how and advice with 

respect to the specific EE measures, as well as with the financial calculations and modelling.  
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Process 

Main steps 

The process will start with identification of several potential stakeholders (housing 

associations/estate, municipalities, facilitators etc.). Project Champions will be identified to 

play a focal point in facilitating the process. A Project Champion will be a person within the 

housing estate or municipality that is more active and vocal and therefore acts as the 

“promoter” of the process.  

One possible step to identify pilot buildings for renovation can be taken from contacting 

Municipalities which then may point to buildings that are in need for renovation. Assessing 

the possibility of reaching out to Municipalities and their interest in cooperating may be done 

by looking into their future development plans to see if Municipality has established any 

plans in regards to building renovation or promotion of residents’ well-being. After this step 

contacting the selected Municipality by phone call or organizing in-house meetings are 

proven to be the most promising methods. Municipalities act as the administrators of 

national funding programs and therefore present a perfect opportunity to identify buildings 

in need of renovation.  

Another possible step is looking into whether there are any residents that are already 

interested in getting their building renovated, which may be done through exploring internet 

resources. 

Once buildings are identified, data will be collected in the engagement process to establish 

the extent to which these fit with the Guidelines developed under WP4. Assessing building 

size and selecting only those which size is larger than 4000 m2 for contacting directly, may 

lead to better outcomes, since project’s cost for residents will be smaller and resident’s will 

be more likely to be interested in building renovation.  

Use of the SUNShINE platform 

Multi stakeholder platform, designed and created as a project management tool to reduce 

costs and bring together all stakeholders involved in building renovation projects, had an 

important part in the pipeline. For residents the SUNShINE platform is used to follow up on 

the renovation of their buildings, for service providers it is used to manage the project and 

provide information to residents, and for partners the platform is used to review and approve 

financing of the projects.  
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Since the building renovation process has been often done with lack of process transparency, 

this platform will allow a clear overview of the progress by allowing for each of the 

stakeholder to follow each step of project implementation – from initial concept to 

aggregation.  

The identified buildings will be input into the SUNShINE platform.   
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1. Austria 

1.1. Identification of stakeholders (including Project 

Champions) 

We set up an internal workshop with the goal to identify the main stakeholders. In 

preparation to the workshop, we did a desk research and spoke with colleagues who have 

had experience in this regard. 

During the workshop, we identified the ESCOs, financial institutions, building associations, 

building managers, project developers, and construction companies. After that, we informed 

the work package leader the results of our research.  

1.2. Engagement with stakeholders 

With the stakeholders we already had connection, we contacted them directly and for the 

others we prepared a standardized e-mails (addressing their individual focus) and invited 

them to meet with us for more information. We sent 90 invitations. Below is the list of the 

companies we met. The complete list of the stakeholders (which is regularly updated) was 

sent to the work package leader. 

Table 1: Potential stakeholders in Austria 

Entity (e.g. Financial institution; 

Renovation Service 

provider/ESCO, Municipality, etc.) 

Title (job title of contact person) Organization (name of the 

organization) 

Research and developer Research and developer Aspern Smart City Research 

GmbH & Co KG (ASCR) 

Building manager Energy contracting Bundesimmobiliengesellschaft 

(BIG) 

Energy contracting CEO ESCo umbrella organization 

(DECA) 

Energy contracting CEO ENGIE 

Municipality support 

company 

Consultant Grazer Energieagentur (GEA) 

Non-profit housing 

cooperation 

Head of financing 

department 

GWG-Linz 

Financial Institute Sales manager Oberbank 

Non-profit housing 

cooperation 

Project developer Schwarzatal 
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ESCO Head of energy & 

performance services 

Siemens 

Construction company Project manager Strabag 

Research Senior expert for green 

finance 

Environment Agency Austria 

(UBA) 

Project developer CEO Association of Austrian Project 

Developers in the Real Estate 

Industry (VÖPE) 

Non-profit housing 

cooperation 

CEO Waldvierter-Wohnen 

 

At the beginning, Siemens (ESCO) was very interested but after the third meeting where the 

coordinator and F3 was also attending, they lost the interest to cooperate. 

Among the other stakeholders, Schwarzatal (housing association) was also very interested 

and the further cooperation is pending. The housing association Waldvierter-Wohnen told us 

that they would send us information about an object (small multi-family building) for a 

possible pilot. Unfortunately, we have not received these documents yet, even though we 

have reminded them to do so. We are still waiting for a response. 

The contacting activity is still ongoing and the results will be reported in the future. 

1.3. Identification of pilot buildings 

We are waiting for the response of Schwarzatal and Waldvierter-Wohnen. 

1.4. Analysis of pilots’ data (in relation to the Guidelines) 

Due to the lack of pilot projects, there have not been analysis yet. 

1.5. Summary of discussions 

The discussions with stakeholders show that the ESCOs go after low hanging fruits such as 

change of lightning, change and optimization of the heating system, which requires short 

period contracts. The thermal renovation of the buildings proves to be costly, needs financing 

and especially in private housing sector very difficult to implement due to the ownership 

structure. Furthermore, due to the high renovation costs, even with 30% subsidies the run 

time of an energy saving contract would be very long (more than 30 years!) so that the 

renovation costs could be paid through energy savings. 

This information we received before the COVID 19 pandemic. During our last meetings, it was 

mentioned from every stakeholder that the prices of construction material have increased 
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dramatically and therefore, the renovation costs have gone up substantially. Due to this fact, 

the run time period would increase further. 

Furthermore, the order books of the construction companies are full, which is additionally 

adding to the difficulties and supporting the increase of renovation costs. 
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1.6. Obstacles/challenges 

Among the challenges, especially the cost of renovation and the pandemic, some subsidy 

schemes could work against the total thermal renovation activities. For example, the subsidy 

scheme “Raus aus dem Öl” (out of fossil fuel heating/cooling system) motivates the building 

owner to change the heating system before thermal renovation (insulating the exterior walls 

and replacement of windows). Subsequently, it could be argued that the thermal renovation 

is further pushed into the future. 

Furthermore, the ownership structure of the private residential sector in connection with the 

Austrian legislation (regarding the tenancy law) makes it difficult to bring everybody to the 

table to make decisions for total renovation activities. 
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2. Bulgaria 

2.1. Identification of stakeholders (including Project 

Champions) 

As suggested in the Introductory part of the present report, the local Econoler’s team 

established a solid ground for collaboration and started working closely with one of the most 

active municipalities in the energy efficiency area – the Municipality of Gabrovo. Besides the 

level of activity, additional arguments that were taken into account when choosing the right 

municipality to work with included: capacity level of the municipality staff – ESCO tendering, 

structuring of energy efficiency projects, monitoring and control etc., size of the municipality, 

i.e., mid-size municipalities tend to be more dynamic and flexible in comparison with larger 

ones, and demonstrated ambition for achieving regional energy efficiency targets. In 

addition, smaller communities are easier to engage with and collaborate, especially in cases 

when there is a high level of trust in local authorities. Gabrovo’s mayor – Tania Hristova, and 

her team, have been in charge since 2011. Econoler’s experts have managed to build a strong 

reputation and excellent relationships throughout the years with Ms. Hristova and her team 

which comes of great help for the implementation of the FinEERGo-Dom project. On behalf 

of the municipality of Gabrovo, the point of contact and the project champion is Ms. Desislava 

Koleva – chief energy efficiency expert of the Gabrovo’s municipality, who is also a member 

of the FinEERGo-Dom Advisory Committee.     

 

2.2. Engagement with stakeholders 

The table below represent stakeholders that have been engaged with the objective of 

building a pipeline of projects in Bulgaria. All other engagements of the local partner - 

Econoler, can be accessed and viewed in the SUNShINE platform.  

Table 2: Potential stakeholders in Bulgaria 

Entity (e.g. Financial institution; 

Renovation Service provider/ESCO, 

Municipality, etc.) 

Title (job title of contact person) Organization (name of the 

organization) 

Municipality Mayor, Chief EE expert Municipality of Gabrovo 

Association Chairman ADUES 

ESCO Manager Energoeffect Consult 

ESCO Manager Energy Effect 

Association Chairman Alliance for Energy 

Efficiency 
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H2020 Consortium Manager SHEERenov 

H2020 Consortium Manager KISS 

Econoler team will be actively advertising during its participation at numerous events and 

conferences the possibility for condominiums and public authorities to take part in the 

realization of FinEERGo-Dom pilot projects and take advantage of the high expertise within 

the Consortium. Furthermore, Econoler team will continue to seek opportunities with the 

Sofia municipality through its successful cooperation with the SHEERenov H2020 project.  
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2.3. Identification of pilot buildings 

2.3.1. Pilot address 1 

Administrative building – Municipality of Gabrovo 

 

 

• Pilot address: 5300 Sazaklyatie 1, Gabrovo, Bulgaria; 

• Year of construction: 1970; 

• Size and type of building previous renovation: A small number of windows have been 

replaced with PVC and Al ones; 

• Energy status: base line consumption is 1 904 851 kWh/a, energy class – E 

 

The building offers a very good opportunity for replicability. 
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2.3.2. Pilot address 2 

Medical facility 

 

 

• Pilot address: 5300 Hristo Smirnenski 35, Gabrovo, Bulgaria; 

• Year of construction: 1976; 

• Size and type of building previous renovation: NA; 

• Energy status: base line consumption is 1 056 072 kWh/a, energy class – E 

 

The building offers a very good opportunity for replicability. 
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2.3.3. Pilot address 3 

Sports Hall 

 

 

• Pilot address: 111, “Orlovska” str., Gabrovo, Bulgaria; 

• Year of construction: 1991; 

• Size and type of building previous renovation: NA; 

• Energy status: base line consumption is 2 147 689 kWh/a, energy class – G 

 

The building offers a moderate opportunity for replicability because a more complex 

roadmap should be followed during construction works in comparison with a typical 

FinEERGo-Dom project. 
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2.3.4. Pilot address 4 

Medical facility 

 

 

• Pilot address: 49, “Saedinenie” blvd., Velingard, Bulgaria; 

• Year of construction: 1955; 

• Size and type of building previous renovation: window replacements; 

• Energy status: base line consumption is 2 210 666 kWh/a, energy class – G 

 

The building offers a very good opportunity for replicability, but it was dropped out during 

the prefeasibility phase due to failed financial checks. 
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2.4. Analysis of pilots’ data (in relation to the Guidelines) 

Investment Grade audits have been conducted on both buildings. The analysis show that the 

minimum required energy class “B” will be achieved with the realization of an EPC, which is 

in line with the Guidelines. In addition, Municipality of Gabrovo has an excellent credit rating 

and a low coefficient of indebtedness which are other prerequisites that have to be in place 

for a successful implementation of the FinEERGo-Dom mechanism.  

2.5. Summary of discussions 

Discussions went on in a very constructive and fruitful manner. Of main interest were the 

duration of the payment plan and the amount of the payments. As the ESCO business model 

was well known in the Municipality of Gabrovo, its advantages were not needed to be 

explained in much detail.   

2.6. Obstacles/challenges 

The main obstacle was the presence of grant schemes which either made the market 

oriented FinEERGo-Dom mechanism redundant or were not compatible with the ESCO 

business model, i.e., did not foresee the application of the ESCO concept in the realization of 

the energy efficiency projects. 
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3. Poland 

3.1. Identification of stakeholders (including Project 

Champions) 

KAPE used its own contacts with its clients, which are ESCOs, municipalities, housing 

associations. In addition, NFOSiGW created a mailbox epc@nfosigw.gov.pl to which 

applications could be sent by entities interested in possible participation in the pilot phase of 

the Priority Programme. In response to the submitted applications, KAPE and NFOSiGW 

organized meetings during which the assumptions of the Priority Programme were 

presented and participants were invited to further bilateral discussions with KAPE in order to 

identify potential pilot buildings. 

3.2. Engagement with stakeholders 

Table 3: Potential stakeholders in Poland 

Entity (e.g. Financial institution; 

Renovation Service provider/ESCO, 

Municipality, etc.) 

Title (job title of contact person) Organization (name of the 

organization) 

Renovation Service 

provider/ESCO 

Head of studies; Sales and 

Marketing Director 

Dalkia 

ESCO Energy Efficiency Specialists ENGIE Services  

ESCO CEO  PROMAR 

ESCO Director of the Contracts Unit Warbud 

ESCO Vice-President HydroChem 

Housing association President of the Board; 

Specialist in New 

Technologies and Fundings 

SM Górnik Katowice 

Housing association  President of the Board, 

Investment Director 

Mining and Metallurgical 

Housing Association 

Renovation Service 

provider/ESCO 

Project Manager Tauron Magenta 

Housing association President of the Board Warsaw Housing 

Association (WSM) 

Heating network Management of the company Zakład Energetyki Cieplnej 

SPEC-PEC Sp. z o.o; Kartuzy 

Municipality Department head Urząd Miasta Iławy 
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Renovation Service 

provider/ESCO 

Management of the company Emperial Energy Klaster 

sp.z o.o. 

Municipality association Department head Obszar Metropolitalny 

Gdańsk-Gdynia-Sopot 

Municipality Mayor Skarszewy 

Municipality Dep. Of External Funds Łomianki 

Housing Association Administrator Ulnowo 

ESCO President of the Board Eko-broker 

 

At the first stage contact was initiated with major ESCOs and housing associations to 

introduced them to the planned concept of supporting mechanism and collect feedback from 

their side. The common response was that the ESCOs are looking for financing opportunities 

and could select buildings for a pilot project, however more information on the mechanism 

itself was needed to share the information on specific projects. The ESCOs were interested 

in details of the programme such as timeline for the application, requirements for the 

participants, amount/rate of the support. The housing associations set up plans for 

renovation and the support mechanisms could help accelerate the implementation. Housing 

associations were interested in similar details about the mechanism to provide specific 

projects/buildings that could take part in the pilot. 

Further contact with beneficiaries was established after the Priority Programme documents 

were drafted and could be used to provide details to the potential beneficiaries. At this stage 

several meetings were held with potential ESCOs and building owners to promote the Priority 

Programme. A direct contact was established with all the stakeholders from the table 3 but 

till the time of finalization of D 5.2 with three of them ( Zakład Energetyki Cieplnej SPEC-PEC 

Sp. z o.o, Urząd Miasta Iławy, Emperial Energy Klaster sp.z o.o) basic data related the planned 

investment and state of the buildings was exchanged to prepare for the application for the 

Priority Programme.  

The promotion activities and discussions with potential beneficiaries are ongoing. To take 

further steps and sign the contracts the priority programme needs to be launched.  

3.3. Identification of pilot buildings 

The buildings currently considered for the programme are located in three cities: Halinów, 

Iława, Kartuzy. In each location several buildings were identified. 
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3.3.1. Pilot buildings in Halinów 

Table 4: Halinów pilot buildings data (Poland) 

# Address 
Useful Area 

(m²) 

Number of 

apartments 

Heat 

source 
Building owner 

1 
Ul. Graniczna 

3 
  

Individual 

wood/coal 
Housing 

Community 

2 Ul. Rynek 82 709.18  
Central 

wood/coal 
Municipality 
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3.3.2. Pilot buildings in Iława 

Table 5: Iława pilot buildings data (Poland) 

# Address 

Useful 

Area 

(m²) 

Number of 

apartment

s 

Heat 

source 

Scope of planned 

works 

Building 

owner 

1 Kościuszki 6 684,63 12 
Heating 

network  

Thermal insulation of the 

exterior walls, 

replacement of windows  

Housing 

Community 

2 Plażowa 5 553,08 10 

Furnace, 

natural 

gas  

Thermal insulation of the 

exterior walls, 

replacement of windows, 

thermal insulation of the 

roof, installation of 

centralized space heating 

and domestic hot water 

system, connection to the 

district heating network 

Housing 

Community 

3 Plażowa 7 374,61 7 
Natural 

gas  

Thermal insulation of 

walls including basement 

walls, thermal insulation 

of the roof replacement of 

windows and doors  

Housing 

Community 

4 Nowomiejska 2 293,71 7 Furnace 

Thermal insulation of the 

exterior walls, 

replacement of windows, 

thermal insulation of the 

roof, installation of 

centralized space heating 

and domestic hot water 

system, connection to the 

district heating network 

Housing 

Community 

5 Kościuszki 25 721,92 17 

Furnace, 

natural 

gas  

Installation of centralized 

space heating and 

domestic hot water 

system, connection to the 

district heating network 

Housing 

Community 

6 Kościuszki 27 418,81 10 

Furnace, 

natural 

gas  

Thermal insulation of the 

exterior walls, thermal 

insulation of the roof, 

installation of centralized 

space heating and 

Housing 

Community 
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domestic hot water 

system, connection to the 

district heating network 

7 Kościuszki 29 407,19 10 

Furnace, 

natural 

gas 

Installation of centralized 

space heating and 

domestic hot water 

system, connection to the 

district heating network 

Housing 

Community 

8 
Wyszyńskiego 

34 
670,25 12 

Furnace, 

natural 

gas 

Thermal insulation of the 

exterior walls, 

replacement of windows 

and doors, thermal 

insulation of the roof, 

installation of centralized 

space heating and 

domestic hot water 

system, connection to the 

district heating network 

Housing 

Community 

9 Kr. Jadwigi 24A 857,30 16 
Heating 

network 

Thermal insulation of the 

exterior walls, 

replacement of windows 

and doors, thermal 

insulation of the roof 

Housing 

Community 

10 1 Maja 3 276,60 8 

Furnace, 

natural 

gas  

Thermal insulation of the 

exterior walls, 

replacement of windows 

and doors, thermal 

insulation of the roof, 

installation of centralized 

space heating and 

domestic hot water 

system, connection to the 

district heating network 

Housing 

Community 

11 
Skłodowskiej 

11A 
389,46 10 

Furnace, 

natural 

gas  

Thermal insulation of the 

roof, installation of 

centralized space heating 

and domestic hot water 

system, connection to the 

district heating network 

Housing 

Community 

12 
Skłodowskiej 

13 
538,10 15 

Furnace, 

natural 

gas;  

 

Thermal insulation of the 

roof, installation of 

centralized space heating 

and domestic hot water 

Housing 

Community 
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system, connection to the 

district heating network 

13 Barlickiego 9 137,20 5 

Furnace, 

natural 

gas  

Thermal insulation of the 

exterior walls, 

replacement of windows, 

thermal insulation of the 

roof, installation of 

centralized space heating 

and domestic hot water 

system along with 

centralised gas heat 

source 

Municipality 

14 
Dąbrowskiego 

22A 
335,97 9 

Furnace, 

natural 

gas  

Thermal insulation of the 

exterior walls, 

replacement of windows, 

thermal insulation of the 

roof, installation of 

centralized space heating 

and domestic hot water 

system along with 

centralised gas heat 

source 

Municipality 

15 Jagiełły 6 154,36 4 

Furnace, 

natural 

gas  

Thermal insulation walls 

including basement walls, 

replacement of windows, 

thermal insulation of the 

roof 

Municipality 

16 Kolejowa 1 337,35 10 

Furnace, 

natural 

gas  

Thermal insulation walls, 

replacement of windows 

in common areas, 

thermal insulation of the 

roof 

Municipality 

17 Kościuszki 29B 119,34 2 

Furnace, 

natural 

gas  

Thermal insulation of the 

exterior walls, thermal 

insulation of the roof, 

installation of centralized 

space heating and 

domestic hot water 

system, connection to the 

district heating network 

Municipality 

18 Mickiewicza 26 271,62 7 

Furnace, 

natural 

gas  

Thermal insulation of the 

exterior walls, 

replacement of windows 

Municipality 
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and doors, thermal 

insulation of the roof, 

installation of centralized 

space heating and 

domestic hot water 

system along with 

centralised gas heat 

source 

19 Mickiewicza 35 369,33 6 

Furnace, 

natural 

gas  

Thermal insulation of the 

exterior walls, 

replacement of windows 

and doors, thermal 

insulation of the roof, 

installation of centralized 

space heating and 

domestic hot water 

system along with 

centralised gas heat 

source 

Municipality 

20 1-go Maja 11 188,22 5 

Furnace, 

natural 

gas  

Thermal insulation of the 

exterior walls, 

replacement of windows 

and doors, thermal 

insulation of the roof, 

installation of centralized 

space heating and 

domestic hot water 

system along with  

connection to the district 

heating network 

Municipality 

21 
Nowomiejska 

19 
200,92 4 

Furnace, 

natural 

gas  

Thermal insulation of the 

exterior walls, 

replacement of windows 

and doors, thermal 

insulation of the roof 

Municipality 

22 Polna 2 204,18 7 

Furnace, 

natural 

gas  

Thermal insulation of the 

exterior walls, 

replacement of windows 

and doors, thermal 

insulation of the roof, 

installation of centralized 

space heating and 

domestic hot water 

Municipality 
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system along with 

centralised gas heat 

source or connection to 

the district heating 

network 

23 Polna 4 123,20 4 

Furnace, 

natural 

gas  

Thermal insulation of the 

exterior walls, 

replacement of windows 

and doors, thermal 

insulation of the roof, 

installation of centralized 

space heating and 

domestic hot water 

system along with 

centralised gas heat 

source or connection to 

the district heating 

network 

Municipality 

24 Polna 6 298,09 8 

Furnace, 

natural 

gas  

Thermal insulation of the 

exterior walls, 

replacement of windows 

and doors, thermal 

insulation of the roof, 

installation of centralized 

space heating and 

domestic hot water 

system along with 

centralised gas heat 

source or connection to 

the district heating 

network 

Municipality 

25 
Wojska 

Polskiego 8 
295,61 8 

Furnace, 

natural 

gas  

Thermal insulation of the 

exterior walls, 

replacement of windows, 

thermal insulation of the 

roof, installation of 

centralized space heating 

and domestic hot water 

system along with 

connection to the district 

heating network 

Municipality 
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26 
Wyszyńskiego 

32A 
27,31 1 

Furnace, 

natural 

gas  

Thermal insulation of the 

exterior walls, thermal 

insulation of the roof, 

installation of centralized 

space heating and 

domestic hot water 

system along with 

connection to the district 

heating network 

Municipality 

27 
Wyszyńskiego 

34A 
102,98 2 

Furnace, 

natural 

gas  

Thermal insulation of the 

exterior walls, thermal 

insulation of the roof, 

installation of centralized 

space heating and 

domestic hot water 

system along with 

connection to the district 

heating network 

Municipality 

 

3.3.3. Pilot buildings in Kartuzy 

Table 6: Kartuzy pilot buildings data (Poland) 

# Address 

Total 

area 

(m²) 

Useful 

Area 

(m²) 

Number of 

apartments 

Heat 

source 
Building owner 

1 ul. Nowe Osiedle 1 703 491.17 7 

Individual 

Wood/coal Housing Community 

2 ul. Nowe Osiedle 2 708 488.60 6 

Individual 

Wood/coal 

Housing Community 

3 ul. Nowe Osiedle 3 703 483.98 6 

Individual 

Wood/coal 

Housing Community 

4 ul. Nowe Osiedle 4 705 494.34 6 

Individual 

Wood/coal 

Housing Community 

5 ul. Nowe Osiedle 5 634 478.08 7 

Individual 

Wood/coal Municipality 

6 ul. Nowe Osiedle 6 558 393.42 6 

Individual 

Wood/coal 

Housing Community 

7 ul. Nowe Osiedle 7 532 401.28 6 

Individual 

Wood/coal 

Housing Community 
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8 ul. Nowe Osiedle 8 525 397.39 6 

Natural 

gas (4200 

m³) 

Housing Community 

9 ul. Nowe Osiedle 10 562 399.98 6 

Individual 

Wood/coal 

Housing Community 

10 ul. Nowe Osiedle 11 523 399.89 7 

Individual 

Wood/coal 

Housing Community 

11 ul. Nowe Osiedle 12 704 489.64 7 

Individual 

Wood/coal 

Housing Community 

12 ul. Nowe Osiedle 13 733 487.14 8 

Natural 

gas (4509 

m³) 

Housing Community 

13 ul. Nowe Osiedle 14 618 459.21 7 

Individual 

Wood/coal 

Municipality 

14 ul. Nowe Osiedle 15 629 503.65 7 

Individual 

Wood/coal 

Municipality 

15 ul. Nowe Osiedle 16 695 491.47 6 

Individual 

Wood/coal 

Municipality 

In 13 buildings the heating sources are located in the apartments. It is planned to modernize 

the buildings and change the heating source to district eating network for each building.  

 

3.4. Analysis of pilots’ data (in relation to the Guidelines) 

Basic criteria defined in the initial phase included: 

• the value of the investment (required over 250 thousand PLN) – this could be calculated 

for the group of buildings,  

• minimum number of apartments over 7 (as programme is dedicated to multifamily 

buildings), 

• minimum 30% of energy savings compared to initial state, 

• final energy consumption below 85 kW/m2/year 

• the buildings cannot use biomass or coal heat sources after modernization 

The criteria were adjusted to allow smaller buildings (with number of apartments 7 or lower) 

in a grouping so that for the cases were a whole estate is planned to be modernized all 

buildings would qualify not leaving out a few buildings that have just 1 or 2 apartments below 

the threshold and require similar modernisation. 
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3.5. Summary of discussions 

The initial contacts with stakeholders were held to present the concept of EPC agreements 

to the beneficiaries and engage them in the process of identifying buildings that fit the 

Priority Programme based on the preliminary guidelines.  

From the building owners perspective it is clear why the modernization is required. Some of 

the owners mentioned the poor quality or the building stock and its effects on social and 

health of tenants. In terms of the financing perspective the benefits were presented during 

the meetings for the owners and companies that want to work in the ESCO model, however 

since the model is not very popular there stakeholders usually inquire about that part. The 

common questions include areas such as:  

• the impact of the profit of the ESCO company on the financing model (both from the ESCO 

and the owners side),  

• covering the costs and advice in the preparation of the project (initial analysis of the scope 

of the project, public procurement preparation etc.),  

• implementation of the new law enforcing the costs from the EPC contracts to be excluded 

from the calculation of debt.  

Those issues are also covered within the presentation. 

Further steps are planned to finalise the commitment from the side of building owners and 

ESCOs that express their will to participate. This process is ongoing. The priority programme 

procedure foresees gathering a short information on the status of the buildings and general 

plans for modernization to evaluate the projects and provide a proof of intent for the 

beneficiaries that once all requirements are met the project will be eligible for the support. 

3.6. Obstacles/challenges 

Low awareness and understanding of the EPC contract principle among stakeholders is a 

significant challenge. Some stakeholders are hesitant about the process even if it is lead with 

the dedicated free support.  

The contact with stakeholders is difficult due to the pandemic. The online meetings cannot 

fully replace the direct contact, even if it enables to reach a wider audience.  

Prolonging of the finalisation of the Priority Programme cause delays in the process of 

engaging the stakeholders and for them to take active actions if the programme is not yet 

launched. 
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4. Romania 

4.1. Identification of stakeholders (including Project 

Champions) 

We start the process in Romania with identification of several potential stakeholders (housing 

associations/estate, municipalities, facilitators etc.).  

We looked into whether there are residents interested in getting their building renovated, 

but taking in consideration that at collective buildings there is mandatory an agreement of 

all the owners, it is difficult and more unlikely to find a Project Champion in this category.  

In order to identify pilot buildings for renovation, we take contact to Municipalities and other 

owners or administrator of public buildings which are owned by a single legal entity which 

then may point to buildings that are in need for renovation. Assessing the possibility of 

reaching out to Municipalities and their interest in cooperating was made depending if 

Municipality has established any plans in regards to building renovation or promotion of 

residents’ well-being. After this step, we contacted the selected Municipality by phone call or 

organizing in-house meetings. After analyzing the potential projects, we identified a Project 

Champions which is owned by a municipality, is administrated by a company owned by the 

municipality and has needs of energy efficiency measures which have a big impact on 

reducing the heating costs and improving the housing conditions of the inhabitants who are 

living in the 18 social buildings. 

 

4.2. Engagement with stakeholders 

In the table below we present stakeholders that have been engaged with the objective of 

building a pipeline of projects for Romania. We will continue the discussion with the 

representatives of Urbana SA and the Municipality Sibiu for the identified Project Champion 

“Cartierul Resita”. Additionally, we are in discussion with the representatives of DGASPC Sibiu, 

in order to identify a building for energy-efficiency measures. 

Table 7: Potential stakeholders in Romania 

Entity (e.g. Financial institution; 

Renovation Service provider/ESCO, 

Municipality, etc.) 

Title (job title of contact person) Organization (name of the 

organization) 

Municipality and building 

owner 

Mayor Municipality of Sibiu 

Buldings administrator General Manager URBANA SA 
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Building administrator  Engineer  URBANA SA  

Building owner and 

administrator  

General Manager  DGASPC Sibiu  

Building owner and 

administrator  

Project Manager  DGASPC Sibiu  
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4.3. Identification of pilot buildings 

4.3.1. Pilot address 1 

The pilot project 1 and our Project Champions are 18 social buildings “Cartierul Resita” in 

Sibiu, which is owned by the Municipality Sibiu and is administrated by the municipality 

owned company Urbana SA. 

•  

• Pilot address: Str. Resita nr. 63-97, 550211 Sibiu, Romania; 

• Year of construction: 2009; 

• Size and type of building previous renovation: 18 social buildings, grouped in 3 x 6 

buildings areals. For each building areals with 6 buildings exists a central heating system. 

Every building has 3 levels and on every level 4 flats. In total, there are 216 flats. The 

buildings are in pretty good conditions, but the central heating system must be replaced.  
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4.4. Analysis of pilots’ data (in relation to the Guidelines) 

It is necessary to conduct an energetic audit for the Project Champion in order to figure out 

the necessary energy efficiency measures. Taking in consideration that the buildings are not 

old and the standard of the building is good, an improvement of the energy efficiency can be 

achieved with the realization of an EPC, which is in line with the Guidelines. Taking in 

consideration that the Municipality of Sibiu has a low coefficient of indebtedness and a very 

good credit rating, the mentioned points are very good prerequisites for a successful 

implementation of the FinEERGo-Dom mechanism. 

 

4.5. Summary of discussions 

The benefits of renovating the buildings from a financial, social and health perspective were 

understood by the building owners and administrators. 

The advantages of the BEEF model in terms of accountability and transparency are 

arguments for the stakeholders and especially for the building owners and administrators in 

favor of investing in the buildings for improving the energy efficiency. 

The discussion where constructive and the ESCO business model was pertly known. Most 

discussion were related the amount of monthly payments and the duration of the payment 

plan. The necessity of an energy efficiency audit was another important topic. 

We plan following further steps:  

1. To obtain the commitment from the side of building owners and ESCOs that intend to 

participate;  

2. Gathering relevant information on the status of the buildings and general plans for 

modernization to evaluate the projects;  

3. Provide a proof of intent for the beneficiaries that once all requirements are met the 

project will be eligible for the support 

 

4.6. Obstacles/challenges 

The biggest obstacles/challenges encountered in the process of establishing pilot pipelines 

are: the COVID-19 pandemic, the general economic situation and the necessity to conduct an 

energetic audit. 
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5. Slovakia 

5.1. Identification of stakeholders (including Project 

Champions) 

In Slovakia, more than 80% of the multi-family housing stock is being renovated using grants 

and support funds, mainly European Structural and Investment Funds. The primary demand 

for financing support beyond the grant schemes lies therefore at the level of public buildings 

and local administrations / municipalities. We have therefore focused our efforts on public 

buildings and the related stakeholders. A particular incentive for the sector is the introduction 

of the EPC contracting scheme with a standardised contract template for the public sector, 

which came into force on Feb. 1, 2019. With the EPC contracting enforcement the debt ceiling 

obstacle for municipalities has been removed. We have therefore identified a good potential 

and have been targeting stakeholders related to public buildings and private-owned non-

residential buildings, which are almost entirely depending on private financing sources. 

 

5.2. Engagement with stakeholders 

We have actively been engaging with various groups of stakeholders, such as: 

• Municipalities and governmental institutions - we had several meetings with key 

stakeholders in this group, such as the Ministry of Economy of the Slovak Republic, the 

Union of Towns and Cities of Slovakia, selected municipalities and the Slovak Innovation 

and Energy Agency. 

• Building owners/ Housing associations/ Heat suppliers - we have started the negotiations 

and presentations with the main district heating companies in Slovakia, who are key 

stakeholders as they supply heat to residential buildings. 

• ESCOs - key stakeholders in this group are the Slovak Association of Energy Service 

Providers (APES), Energy Centre Bratislava, the Building Testing and Research Institute. 

APES serves as an umbrella organization for all active ESCOs in Slovakia, therefore, 

through them, we reach all active ESCOs in the country.  

• Banks, financial institutions – we have engaged with a number of stakeholders in this 

group, such as the Slovak Investment Holding (SIH), Cime Equity and have approached few 

banks. Banks still have limited know-how about forfeiting long term projects and are 

somewhat careful.  

We will continue to actively engage with key stakeholders, both on bilateral level as well as at 

various events and conferences. 
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Table 8: Potential stakeholders in Slovakia 

Entity (e.g. Financial institution; 

Renovation Service provider/ESCO, 

Municipality, etc.) 

Title (job title of contact person) Organization (name of the 

organization) 

Municipalities, SK Government Investment manager Trnavsky samospravny kraj 

Municipalities, SK Government Energy manager City of Bratislava 

Municipalities, SK Government Director of financial 

instruments and international 

institutions 

Ministry of Economy of the 

Slovak Republic 

Municipalities, SK Government Energy consultant Union of Towns and Cities of 

Slovakia 

Municipalities, SK Government Director Slovak Innovation and Energy 

Agency 

Building owners / Housing 

associations / Heat suppliers 

Director Bratislavská teplárenská, a.s. 

Building owners / Housing 

associations / Heat suppliers 

Director Trebišovská energetická 

Building owners / Housing 

associations / Heat suppliers 

Director 
Poltárska energetická 

Building owners / Housing 

associations / Heat suppliers 

Director Rimavská energetická 

Building owners / Housing 

associations / Heat suppliers 

Director Hriňovská energetická 

Building owners / Housing 

associations / Heat suppliers 

Director Národná energetická 

Building owners / Housing 

associations / Heat suppliers 

Director Tlmačská energetická 

Building owners / Housing 

associations / Heat suppliers 

Director Kysuca, s.r.o. 

ESCOs Director Slovak Association of Energy 

Service Providers 

ESCOs Director Building Testing and Research 

Institute 

ESCOs Director Intech Slovakia 

Banks, Financial Institutions Financial manager Slovak Investment Holding 

Banks, Financial Institutions CEO CIME Capital AG 

Banks, Financial Institutions Financial manager Oberbank 
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5.3. Identification of pilot buildings 

5.3.1. Pilot address 1 

 
The administrative building of Trebisov (City hall) 

Milana Rastislava Štefánika 1978/53, 07501 Trebišov, Slovakia 

 

The building was built in the late 1970s and consists of seven floors and a heated, partially 

sunken basement. The floor plan of the building is irregular in shape with a small atrium and 

a total built-up area of 2144,2 m2. The building as a whole is well maintained, but obsolete, 

and in its original condition since construction. The heat source for the building is a gas boiler 

room. Heat transfer is realized by means of the original sheet metal and cast iron element 

heating elements and heating registers without installed control valves and without 

thermostatic heads. Cooling of selected rooms of the building is provided by local air 

conditioning split units. Hot water is produced locally by electric flow and storage heaters. 

The annual electricity consumption in the building is at the level of 83,5 MWh/a and the 

annual natural gas consumption in the building is at the level of 623,6 MWh/a. 

 

The recommended measures on the building structures consist of insulation of the perimeter 

cladding and roof, as well as replacement of opening structures. The implementation of these 

measures can achieve energy savings of 449,9 MWh/a. Measures on the technical equipment 

of the building consist of a comprehensive reconstruction of the heating system of the entire 

building and modernization of the lighting system with an annual energy saving of 74,1 

MWh/a.  
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Description of the specific measures than can be implemented: 

- Insulation of reinforced concrete and walls 

- Insulation of the walls of the basement 

- Insulation of the flat roof 

- Replacement of the windows 

- Reconstruction of the heat source 

- Hydraulic balancing, thermostatization 

- Modernization of the lighting system 

- Implementation of EMS 

 

The building offers a very good opportunity for replicability, as there are numerous similar 

buildings throughout Slovakia and many of them are in similar condition. 

 

5.3.2. Pilot address 2 

 
 

The Municipal Cultural Center, Trebisov 

 

Škultétyho KaSS, 07501 Trebišov, Slovakia 

 

The building was built in 1986, is of irregular in shape with three floors and is still used mainly 

for cultural and social events. Inside the building there is a small atrium. Furthermore, the 
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building is the home of the Slávia cinema which operates around 5 days a week, as well as a 

library with an operating time of 50 hours per week. No significant renovation has been 

carried out since its construction, so the building is rather obsolete, which is reflected in its 

energy-intensive operation. The largest share of energy consumption in energy (94,4 %) and 

financial terms (88,6 %) is heat, which is used to heat the entire building. The annual electricity 

consumption in the building is at the level of 36,2 MWh/a and the annual natural gas 

consumption in the building is at the level of 607,6 MWh/a. 

 

Description of the necessary measures: 

- Insulation of the walls  

- Insulation of the flat roof 

- Replacement of the windows 

- Hydraulic balancing, thermostatization 

- Modernization of the lighting system 

- Implementation of EMS 

 

The implementation of the measures on the building structures is a prerequisite for heat 

energy savings of 298,8 MWh/a. Further heat savings can be achieved by hydraulic regulation 

and thermostatization of the heating system, at the level of 30,9 MWh/a. There is a potential 

for energy savings in technologies, specifically on the reconstruction of the original lighting, 

which can achieve electricity savings of 12,2 MWh/a.  

 

The building offers a very good opportunity for replicability, as there are numerous cultural 

centers spread around Slovakia and in similar condition. 
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5.3.3. Pilot address 3 

 
 

Residential Building, Sturovo 

 

Športová 965/1, 943 01 Sturovo, Slovakia 

 

The building was built in the 1980s, until 2016 it was owned and operated as an office building 

by the company ZSE, a.s. The current owner plans to renovate and modernize the building 

and convert it to an apartment building. Total floor area is 649 m2. Electricity was used both 

for the heating system and the hot water preparation. The annual electricity consumption in 

the building is at the level of 78.5 MWh/a. 

 

Description of possible measures: 

- Thermal insulation of the outer walls and roof 

- New windows 

- New heating system with heat pump and photovoltaic panels 

 

The implementation of the measures can ensure the necessary savings, the achievable value 

will be calculated after the project documentation is completed and all measures defined.  

 

The building offers a very good opportunity for replicability. 
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5.3.4. Pilot address 4 

 
 

A multigenerational residential rental facility  

 

Bac 145, 930 30 Bac, Slovakia 

 

The building was built in the 1980s and has been in the past used as a workshop/industrial 

facility to produce candies, owned by a monastery. The annual electricity consumption in the 

building was at the level of 350.4 MWh/a. 

 

The goal of the reconstruction is to upgrade the building into a multi-generational rental 

housing facility for people with specialized needs and seniors. The current 2 - storey building 

has a built - up area of 793 m2. A third above-ground floor is to be added to the existing two 

floors to create a residential attic. 28 housing units and one common room on the ground 

floor are planned.  

 

Description of the potential measures: 

• An innovative Concept for a sustainable energy and heating source is being currently 

deifined  

• New windows and thermal insulation of the walls. 
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The implementation of the measures will ensure the necessary savings, the achievable value 

will be calculated after the project documentation is completed and all measures defined.  

The building offers a very good opportunity for replicability. 

5.4. Analysis of pilots’ data (in relation to the Guidelines) 

For first two project (the administrative building and the cultural center in Trebisov) energy 

audits were completed and there is a clear outline of the proposed measures. The energy 

savings that will be achieved through the implementation of these measures are more than 

50%, which is line with the investment policy guidelines.  

The other two projects are still in the process of finalization of the project documentation, 

completion is expected in the next weeks/month. From the documentation we will have the 

exact cost of required reconstruction works and measures and the achieved savings. 

However, at the preliminary calculation level, and in discussion with the engineers, the 

expected savings are above 50%, which is in line with the investment policy guidelines. The 

envisaged measures include windows, new heat sources such as pumps, PV panels.  

5.5. Summary of discussions 

For all pilot projects, the stakeholders are well aware what the benefits are if they chose to 

do an EPC project. They also well understand the benefits of the performance-based 

financing under the BEEF model as this model allows municipalities to protect themselves 

from financial overruns or risks, ensures high visibility towards the public and does not 

burden the municipal budget. Accountability and transparency are very important for the 

Municipal council. For private owners the model is also appealing, we have been provided 

access to the preliminary documentation in order to assess the potential savings and 

review/comment on the planned measures.  
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5.6. Obstacles/challenges 

The main obstacles that we have encountered are that the investment needs for the 

renovation of the public buildings of the type administrative building and cultural center are 

very high, as these buildings, in their majority in Slovakia, did not undergo any significant 

renovations since their construction in the 1970s and 1980s and therefore require a major 

overhaul first in order to allow for the energy efficiency measures to achieve energy savings. 

If the investments are to be paid only through the energy savings the payback periods get 

very long and the projects are not suitable for financing via a BEEF. For that reason a blended 

financing of the type grant and BEEF funding will be the optimal structure and the 

municipalities are looking into options to identify for part of the financing grants through EU 

funding or targeted national financing schemes. We are working with them to help them in 

this matter. 

Furthermore, the cost of construction materials and goods/works has significantly increased 

in the last year which represents a major challenge for developing a viable and 

financeable project with reasonable payback.  
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